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QUESTION 1

You need to implement the database polling. 

Which code segment should you insert at line BG14? 

A. var trigger = new Windows.ApplicationModel.Background.TimeTrigger (15, false); 

B. var trigger = new Windows.ApplicationModel.Background.TimeTrigger(600, false); 

C. var trigger = new Windows.ApplicationModel.Background.TimeTrigger(900, true); 

D. var trigger = new Windows.ApplicationModel.Background.TimeTrigger(10, true); 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

You are developing a Windows Store app by using JavaScript. The app persists a list of restaurants in the app\\'s
settings. The restaurant list is identified by a key of city. 

The app must allow users to remove their restaurant lists from the app\\'s settings. The following function call removes
the city setting: 

deleteListSetting("city") ; 

You need to remove only city from the settings storage without disrupting other settings. 

Which code segment should you use? 

A. Option A 

B. Option B 
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C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

You need to implement the database polling. 

Which code segment should you insert at line BG14? 

A. var trigger = new Windows.ApplicationModel.Background.TimeTrigger(1230, false) ; 

B. var trigger = new Windows.ApplicationModel.Background.TimeTrigger(15, false); 

C. var trigger = new Windows.ApplicationModel.Background.TimeTrigger (900, true); 

D. var trigger = new Windows.ApplicationModel.Background.TimeTrigger(20, true); 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

You need to find out whether the app is still in trial mode. 

Which property should you check in the app startup code? 

A. Windows.ApplicationModel.Store.CurrentApp.licenseInformation.isActive 

B. Windows.ApplicationModel.Store.CurrentApp.IicenseInformation.isTrial 

C. Windows.ApplicationModel.Store.CurrentApp.licenseInformation.expiration.late 

D. Windows.ApplicationModel.Store.CurrentApp.licenseInformation.productLicenses 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

You are developing a fitness app for distribution through the Windows Store. The app must interact with the following
USB device classes: 

Webcam 

Infrared thermometer 

Scale 

Printer 
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You need to modify the app manifest file as required to support the devices. 

Which two device classes should you include? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

A. 

AudioVideo 

B. 

IrDa 

C. 

PersonalHealthcare 

D. 

Printer 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

 

QUESTION 6

You are developing a custom date picker control for a Windows Store app. The control must meet the following
requirements: 

Inherit from the WinJS DatePicker control. 

Provide an additional property to set if the date selection is required. 

You need to ensure that the requirements are met. 

How should you complete the relevant code? (To answer, drag the appropriate code segments to the correct locations
in the answer area. Each code segment may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the
split 

bar between panes or scroll to view content.) 

Select and Place:
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Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 7

You are developing a Windows Store app by using JavaScript. The app will be used in multiple geographic locations.
The app implements character grouping. 

You need to ensure that the app can access only the first character group. 

Which code segment should you use? 

A. var item = new Windows.Globalization.Collation.CharacterGroupings ( ) .getAt (1); 

B. var item = new Windows.Globalization.Collation.CharacterGroupings( ) .lookup("1"); 

C. var item = new Windows.Globalization.Collation.CharacterGroupings( ) .first( ); 

D. var item = new Windows.Globalization.Collation.CharacterGrouping( ) .first; 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 8

You need to ensure that the lock screen access configuration meets the requirements. Which code segment should you
insert at line BG05? 

A. if (result == background.3ackgroundAccessStatus.denied) 

B. if (result = = background.backgroundAccessStatus.allowedWithAlwaysOnRealTimeConnectivity) 

C. if (result = = background.backgroundAccessStatus.allowedMayUseActiveRealTimeConnectivity) 

D. if (result == background.backgroundAccessStatus.unspecified) 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 9

You are developing 3 Windows Store game. The game uses a JavaScript library named GetGame.js. 

The game interface will include two buttons. One button will start a new game and one button will cancel the game. 

You need to implement the button functionality. 

Develop the solution by arranging the code segments in the correct order. You will need all of the code segments. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 10

You are developing 3 Windows Store app by using JavaScript. Users will store sensitive data in the app. 

You need to ensure that the app encrypts data strings before saving them. 

How should you complete the relevant code? (To answer, select the correct code segment from the drop-down list in the
answer area.) 

Hot Area:
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Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 11

You need to validate whether the additional video recording functionality for the Client app is supported. Which code
segment should you insert at line VD05? 

A. var canFocus = videoDev.getEeviceProperty("focus"); 

B. var car.Zoom = videoDev.getEeviceProperty ("zoom") ; 

C. var canPan = videoDev.pan.capabilities.supported; 

D. var canPan = mediaCaptureSettings.pan.capabilities .supported; 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

You need to set the default storage location for the client profiles. Which code segment should you insert at line CD04? 

A. fop.defaultFolder = Windows.Storage.Pickers.PickerLocationId.documentsLibrary; 

B. fop.defaultFolder = environment.getFolderPath (environment.specialFolder.applicationData); 

C. fop.suggestedStartLocation = "%AppData%"; 

D. fop.suggestedStartLocation = Windows.Storage.Pickers.PickerLocationId.documentsLibrary; 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 13

You are developing two Windows Store style apps by using JavaScript. A Source app will store sensitive customer
information. A Target app will retrieve the stored information for validation and further processing. 

The Source app must secure data by using a private-public key pair. Only the Target app must be able to consume data
that has been secured by the Source app. 

You need to ensure that the security of the data is not compromised. 

What should you do? 

A. Encrypt and decrypt data by using an asymmetric algorithm. 

B. Encrypt and decrypt data by using a symmetric algorithm. 

C. Encrypt data by using an asymmetric algorithm. Decrypt data by using a symmetric algorithm. 

D. Encode data to and decode data from a Base64 string. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

You need to ensure that the Printer Survey task populates the map pinpoints according to the requirements. 

Which code segment should you insert at line PM31? 
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A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

You are developing a Windows Store app. 

You plan to use Windows Push Notification Services (WNS) in the app. 

You need to identify whether the system has disabled notifications globally. 

How should you complete the relevant code? (To answer, select the correct code segment from each drop-down list in
the answer area.) 

Hot Area: 
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Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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